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CH2M HILL and employees respond to international crisis

Following the Dec. 26 tsunami, CH2M HILL mobilized people, channeled personal contributions, applied professional expertise to aid in
relief and sustained recovery, and worked with General Electric to set up a mobile water treatment plant in Banda Aceh, Indonesia.
The firm's leadership extend their deepest thanks to all who are involved in CH2M HILL's tsunami recovery efforts. Their devotion,
personal commitment and tireless effort to this unprecedented challenge add a new chapter to CH2M HILL's longstanding legacy of
putting technology to work to build a better world.
On these pages, Unlimited shares an update and timeline on the firm's relief efforts along with personal accounts from people who
have spent time in the region and witnessed firsthand the devastation of the greatest natural disaster of our lifetimes. For more in-depth
insights, images and updated information, explore e-Unlimited and http://www.ch2m.com/corporate 2004/news/disaster relief.asp.
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CH2M HILL and OMI staff working in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, have faced their share
of challenges. In addition to coping with the tremendous shock and sorrow of such
a massive tragedy, doing work on a daily basis has been its own adventure. A few of
the difficulties that have required patience and creativity include:
• obtaining numerous government approvals to have water treatment equipment
delivered to the site
• coordinating efforts among multiple governmental and non-governmental
organizations
• securing a reliable and consistent supply of diesel fuel to keep the water treatment
plant running day to day
• dealing with the technical challenges of treating highly polluted water from the
Aceh River to a level that exceeds World Heath Organization standards
• facing the fact that demand for water far exceeds the plant's ability to produce
enough to meet the demand
• training local operators with little or no technical background
• helping secure long-term funding to maintain operation of the plant once
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Employees contribute an estimated $80,000 to nongovernmental organizations
Employees assist the American Society of Civil Engineers to assess Sri Lanka's water,
transportation and communications infrastructure
Employees and Thai officials discuss Phuket master planning and sustainable redevelopment
Discussions begin with General Electric to deliver and operatate water treatment plants
Employees negotiate with Indonesian government to deliver a water treatment unit to
Banda Aceh
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OMI associates begin operating water
treatment unit
Employees begin identifying
opportunities to help with
reconstruction efforts
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. OMI and CH2M HILL staff maintain
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jy ongoing relationship with Banda Aceh
^ orphanage
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CH2M HILL and employees respond to international crisis
Following the Dec, 26 tsunami, CH2M HILL mobilized people, channeled personal contributions, applied professional expeitise to aid in
relief and sustained recovery, and worked with General Electric to set up a mobile water tieatment plant in Banda Aceh, Indonesia.
The firm's leadership extend their deepest thanks to all who are involved in CH2M HILL's tsunami iccovery efforts, Their devotion,
personal commitment and tireless effort to this unprecedented challenge add a new chapter to CH2M HILL's longstanding legacy of
putting technology to work to build a better world.
On these pages. Unlimited shares an update and timeline on the firm's relief efforts along with personal accounts from people who
have spent time in the region and witnessed firsthand the devastation of the greatest natural disaster of our lifetimes. For more in-depth
insights, images and updated information, explore e-Unlimited and
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